ABA Comments dated January 9, 2017

Hemisphere Cyber Risk Management
Comments

Carter Schoenberg (Hemispherecybersec) comments:
I have some ideas I would like to provide the task force as my experience and expertise in this area bears
direct relevance. There was a scenario highlighted that involved Google.
Whether you use Google, AWS, or AZURE, while these organizations provide SaaS and IaaS, the people and organizations
buying are still responsible for locking it down. Even in a FedRAMP setup, the controls the buyer transfers to the CSP if
roughly 68% of the total required controls to get an authorization to operate. The remaining 32+% are the responsibility
of the system owner.
So if we use the Google scenario, and we have an "agent" named John Smith using a CSP vs. maintaining on a laptop,. if
Google gets hit, all they will know is whether John Smith's PII was compromised in some manner. It would not be able to
stipulate beyond that.
Regardless If you are using a CSP or on premise solution, the majority of firms breached (something like over 66%) are
notified by an external party (FBI, local law enforcement, etc.). So if John Smith is a State Farm agent in Vienna, VA, the
chance he will know he has been breached on his own is very VERY low.
I do believe there is an opportunity to assess how Carriers may stipulate terms and conditions or otherwise legally
binding agreements as to how to ensure the protection of PII or other highly sensitive information. Does the NAIC have
any purview on how the industry within each state addresses these types of relationship agreements?
Lastly, do you feel there is an opportunity to hold an out of band dialogue with yourself and other key stakeholders on
this topic as it I do believe this will add value to the discussions on how to "best craft" sections 4F, 6B and 6E.
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Hemisphere Cyber Risk Management Comments
4 F. Oversight of Third-Party Service Provider Arrangements
The licensee shall contract only with third-party service providers that are capable of maintaining
appropriate safeguards, as required by the state laws in which the licensee is located or other statutory
authority, to protectfor personal information in the licensee’s possession, custody or control. , and tThe
licensee shall be responsible for any failure by such third-party service providers to protect personal
information provided by the licensee to the third-party service providers consistent with this Act.
The licensee shall be responsible for ensuring all terms and conditions or service level agreements
(including limitations of liability and ability to properly fund all costs associated with the breach)
adequately describe the approach a third-party service provider will meet, at a minimum, the
requirements set forth herein. In instances where these requirements cannot be met, the licensee shall
assess proper compensating controls to reduce the risk exposure of a data breach.
6B. Notification to the Commissioner Notwithstanding the responsibilities prescribed in Sections 5A and
6A of this Act, no later than three (3) business days after determining that a data breach has occurred,
the licensee shall notify the commissioner that a data breach has occurred. The licensee shall provide as
much of the following information as possible:

Comment [U1]: I see this all the time. You
must do A,B, and C but never a requirement to
demonstrate how you can afford to offset the
costs. If they cannot fund it and go out of
business, this is a risk to the licensee. I see
RFPs that stipulate (in addition to E&O, D&O,
GL – that the awardee must have $X in data
st
rd
breach response coverages for 1 and 3
parties)

(1) Date of the data breach;
(2) Description of the data breach, including how the information was exposed, whether lost, stolen, or
breached, unless otherwise precluded from impeding a criminal investigation;
(3) How the data breach was discovered;
(4) Whether any lost, stolen, or breached information has been recovered and if so, how this was done;
(5) The identity of the source of the data breach;
(6) Whether licensee has filed a police report or has notified any regulatory, government or law
enforcement agencies and, if so, when such notification was provided;
(7) Description of the type of information lost, stolen, or breached (equipment, paper, electronic, claims,
applications, underwriting forms, medical records etc.);
(8) Whether, if the information was encrypted, the encryption, redaction or protection process or key
was also acquired without authorization;
(9) The period during which the information system was compromised by the data breach;
(10) The number of total consumers and consumers of each state affected by the data breach;
(11) The results of any internal review identifying a lapse in either automated controls or internal
procedures, or confirming that all automated controls or internal procedures were followed;
(12) Identification of efforts being undertaken to remediate the situation which permitted the data
breach to occur;

Comment [U2]: In numerous cases, Law
Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) do not want this
information disclosed as it could handicap
their investigation or ability to prosecute.
A case I am working right now addresses 35
states and 5 have reporting requirements if
only a single record applies. Mass. Has a
requirement that suggest that the notification
to the consumer CAN NOT convey the tools
tactics and techniques leveraged by the
attacker.
The proposed language in 4f should satisfy
this.
Comment [U3]: Same comment
Comment [U4]: Is this for benchmarking
purposes or to assess potential negligence?
The avg. time a system is organized before
realization is over 250 days.

(13) A copy of the licensee’s privacy policy and a statement outlining the steps the licensee will take to
investigate and notify consumers affected by the data breach; and
(14) Name of a contact person who is both familiar with the data breach and authorized to act for the
licensee. The licensee shall have a continuing obligation to update and supplement initial and
subsequent notifications to the commissioner concerning the data breach.
6E. Notice Regarding Data Breaches of Third-Party Service Providers
In the event of a data breach in a system maintained by a third-party service provider, the licensee shall
comply with Section 6A through D. The computation of licensee’s deadlines shall begin on the day after
the third-party service provider notifies the licensee of the data breach or the licensee otherwise has
actual knowledge of the data breach, whichever is sooner.

Comment [U5]: No challenge on wording
but our last call conveyed stakeholders took
this as ownership. A system maintained by
AZURE or AWS is still “Owned” by the system
owner.

Section 7. Consumer Protections Following a Data Breach

Comment [U6]:

After reviewing the licensee’s data breach notification, the commissioner shall prescribe the appropriate
level of consumer protection required following the data breach and how long that protection will be
provided. The commissioner may order the National Association of Insurance Commissioners 9 licensee
to offer to pay for twelve (12) months or more of identity theft protection for affected consumers, pay
for a credit freeze, or take other action deemed necessary to protect consumers. Drafting Note: Many
states have statutes providing that a consumer reporting agency cannot charge a fee for a credit freeze
on a consumer file when the consumer is a victim of identity theft, which is shown by providing a police
report. For an example, see Tex. Bus. & Com. Code § 20.04(b). As an alternative to having the licensee
pay for the credit freeze, a state should consider referencing that law and providing that the credit
freeze is free for consumers after the data breach is reported to law enforcement by the licensee, by
showing a data breach notification letter from the licensee. The state may also need to amend its free
credit freeze law to ensure this is covered. If the data breach has affected consumers in other states, the
commissioner shall, consistent with the requirements of [reference to statute describing the
commissioner’s general powers] and with the circumstances of the data breach as they affect
consumers in this state, cooperate with the insurance regulators of those states in prescribing the
appropriate level of consumer protection described in the previous sentence.
The licensee shall:
(1) Select and retain contract only with third-party service providers that are capable of maintaining appropriate
safeguards for the personal information at issue;
(2) Require in the licensee’s possession, custody or control, and the licensee shall be responsible for any failure
by such third-party service providers to do the following, by contract:
(a) Implement and maintain appropriate safeguards for theprotect personal information at issue,
including those security measures listed in [Section 4E(1), Risk Management].
(b) Notify licensee within three (3) calendar days of a discovery of a breach of data security in a system
maintainedprovided by the licensee to the third-party service provider that has been contracted
to maintain, store, or process data containing personal information on behalf of a licensee;
(c) Indemnify licensee in the event of a cybersecurity incident that results in loss;

Comment [U7]: This will be critical to
convey as some states do not require and
NAIC is now stipulating you must. Great stuff
here.

(d) Allow licensee or its agents to perform cybersecurity audits of the third-party service provider; and
(e) Represent and warrant its compliance with all requirements; and
Oversee or obtain an assessment of the third-party service provider’s complianceproviders consistent with
contractual obligations, where appropriate in light of the licensee’s risk assessmentthis Act.

Idaho Department of Insurance Comments

Regarding the following added language in Section 6.E:
In the event that the third-party service provider agrees to send the notices, licensee will licensee
will confirm and document that this was completed.
The drafting group might want to consider revising that sentence to something along the
following:
In the event that the third-party service provider agrees to send the notices, licensee will confirm
and document that the notices were actually sent and that the notices satisfy the requirements
expressed in this section.
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